Abstract. Today, kiosk automata (kiosks, for short) are used for variety of services: from all sort of kiosks for providing informations, to kiosks for paying tickets and ATM's. Kiosks are usually programmed either using high level programming languages, like C++, or using HTML in conjunction with web browser. In this paper, we analyzed a vast range of kiosk automata and derived common characteristics. We present approach for programming kiosk applications based on Domain Specific Language (DSL), designed specifically to meet the needs of developing kiosk applications that are usually programmed using high level programming languages and are deployed on kiosks with touch-screen monitors. Our goal is to make development of such kiosk applications more rapid, while minimizing number of programming errors.
Introduction
Kiosk automata (kiosks, for short) are stand-alone machines used for variety of services: from all sort of kiosks for providing informations, to kiosks for paying tickets and ATM's. Most of them have similar user interface, hardware and software. Kiosk applications development seems to be a subject that is not very well covered, mainly because every kiosk application is specific to its domain. While working on our first kiosk (using general programming language), we encountered a number of programming errors to be very common, mainly errors related to data initialization and framework usage. We developed classes and routines for hardware control and for screen design and handling. Although all these code was easy to use, we constantly needed to repeat a number of steps for each generated screen. This was major source of errors, especially when we needed to include additional steps to further simplify the user interface, because it was easy to skip one of the steps needed to correctly setup the screen. That was the main reason for us to try to make this process more automatic. Luckily, it appeared that we could automatize a good portion of our kiosk development and maintenance. The approach that was accepted included use of a Domain Specific Language, initially developed for our second kiosk. During language development, we tried to generalize it to suit a wider range of kiosks.
In this paper, we summarized common characteristics of one class of kiosks and we presented a solution that can make development of kiosk applications for that class easier and less error prone.
Chapter 2 of the paper presents related work. Chapter 3 introduces kiosks and their software and hardware characteristics. Chapter 4 gives brief introduction to Domain Specific Languages. Chapter 5 introduces Kiosk Application generator. Chapter 6 shows a kiosk specification example. Chapter 7 contains conclusion.
Related work
Most of the papers, available to us, dealing with kiosks cover design of user interface and evaluation of kiosk usage during a period of time. Quite a few papers are dealing with kiosk development and programming. Classic user interfaces, using screen sensitive areas, the same that we accepted, were discussed in [1] , [2] (kiosks with mouse navigation), [3] (kiosk with touch-screen), [4] (design rules for screen layout using web browser).
Screen layout evaluation was discussed in [5] (several layouts for information kiosks), [6] (using video presentation as help for kiosk usage).
Special input methods were discussed in [7] (user face recognition and virtual host), [8] (Japanese sign language recognition using special glove), [9] (kiosk with user tracking and virtual host), [10] (user tracking and robotic head), [11] (speech recognition and virtual host).
Showcases of developed kiosks were discussed in [12] (information kiosk made by using web browser and Java), [13] (using kiosks for surveys), [14] (student information system using keyboard with integrated pointing device), [15] (kiosk with user tracking and virtual host), [16] (kiosk with speech recognition and virtual host), [17] (using smartphone to interact with kiosk), [18] (kiosk for educating young children using touch-screen-like interface), [19] (delivering data to kiosks in rural areas using cars and buses).
Quite a few papers are dealing with kiosk development and programming: [20] (script language for programming responses of virtual host), [21] (customizing KDE configuration files and scripts to restrict user actions). Literature available to us mostly don't cover kiosk application programming. In this paper we presented application generator approach for programming touch-screen kiosks.
Concerning DSLs, there are a lot of them around, albeit not in kiosk domain. For example, ATMOL [22] is designed for formulation of atmospheric models. Models described in ATMOL are translated into codes for CTADEL (tool for symbolic manipulation and code synthesis). JAMOOS [23] is a language for describing attribute grammars and generation of compilers, interpreters and other language processing tools.
Kiosks
Kiosks are autonomous machines designed to provide all sort of services in public places, without human intervention. They are usually built around a IBM-PC compatible personal computer, which allows using already existing operating systems and development tools. Common types of kiosks, based on their purpose, are: − ATM type kiosks; − kiosks for buying all sorts of tickets; − kiosks for making photographs from digital media; − kiosks for providing all sorts of information (street map, tourist informations, etc.); − Internet kiosks; − advertising kiosks; − video kiosks; − kiosk for buying digital media (music, movies, mobile ring tones, etc.); − online gaming kiosks; − other kiosks. Kiosks differ from standard personal computers that we use in two aspects: hardware and software.
Hardware characteristics
Standard personal computers use keyboard and/or mouse for interaction with users. For kiosks, that reside in public places, this is not acceptable (keyboard and mouse can be easily ripped). To address this issue, two major approaches are used: touch-screen monitors and specialized embedded keyboards and/or buttons. For security reasons, most of kiosks have cameras for monitoring and recording user actions. Kiosks which provide paying services also have credit card readers and/or cash-intake devices. Kiosks also have some sort of Internet connection to its owner, for status report and/or for obtaining paying service. Uninterruptible power supply is also a common component, allowing kiosk to end its job in a regular way in case of a power shortage. Usually, all of kiosk hardware is placed inside strong metal case, which protects it from harsh weather conditions and from being damaged by destructive-oriented users. For the same reasons, metal case is usually coupled to the ground. All kiosks that have any kind of material input or output, require periodic maintenance (refilling printers and paper trays, taking coins, etc.).
Software characteristics
From the software point of view, there is also a difference in user interface between kiosks and ordinary PC machines. This is caused by different hardware input devices, but also by target user group. The kiosk user is guided step by step in the process of using kiosk, using simple user interface. User interface is organized around mostly static interconnected screens, where each screen displays only a currently needed informations. After successfully completing task(s) on one screen, user is guided to the next. Screens are displayed in full screen format, hiding everything of underlying operating system. This is necessary because users must not interact with operating system directly, because it may lead to kiosk malfunction.
In most cases, screen elements are limited to buttons, labels, pictures and input fields. There are no scroll-bars or any kind of scrolling (list-boxes, combo-boxes, etc.), because:
− there is usually no mouse-like input device; − user interface needs to be as simple as possible in order to be used by users with little or no technical knowledge; − application displays only the necessary data for completing current step of the process; − the simpler user interface provides less errors made by users. Kiosks organized around special embedded keyboards and/or buttons usually have a few buttons around monitor for choosing options, and keys for entering (alpha)numerical data (Fig. 1a) . Kiosks organized around touchscreen monitors have their options displayed as on-screen buttons (Fig. 1b) , and a virtual (screen) keyboard, displayed when needed.
First (initial) screen displays owner's logo or animation. Interaction with kiosk may start by touching the screen, touching some of the buttons, or by inserting credit card. Interaction with kiosk may be ended by successfully completing all the tasks, by user canceling the process, by some error or if − user selects one of available options; − user enters correct data; − user inserts his/hers credit card; − money transfer begun or completed; − process of using kiosk is completed; − no interaction with kiosk for specified interval of time; − detected error in kiosk application, error during communication, hardware faults, etc.; − other conditions. The next state advance conditions must be defined for every state. During kiosk application execution, those conditions must be checked in order to allow user to go to the next screen.
All screens usually share a few common options or buttons, like help, canceling the process, going one screen back and going one screen forward.
Taking care of its user is just one aspect of kiosk application. The application must constantly check its own state, control all the hardware, periodically report status to its owner, immediately report all critical errors and conditions, etc.
Domain Specific Languages
Domain specific languages (DSLs, for short) are as old as programming languages. DSL is a programming language specialized for solving problems from a limited domain [24] , [25] , [26] , [27] . They usually cannot be used as a general programming languages, at least in their early versions. Common characteristic of a DSL development is adding more features to the language, which eventually leads to general programming language. Some of today's general high level programing languages, like Cobol, Fortran or Lisp, started as DSLs. Cobol was used for business data processing, Fortran for numerical calculations, and Lisp for symbolic expressions processing. As soon as computers entered some new field of use, usually there was a need for simplifying application development specific to that field. Even today's HTML can be considered as DSL, specialized for web page description [28] . There are several approaches for solving domain specific problems [29] : − subroutine libraries -they are used in some general programming language, where programmer writes the main application which uses those libraries; − object-oriented frameworks -code is organized in classes, and often the framework itself is a main application. Programmer writes subroutines specific to actual problem;
− domain specific languages -solution for a problem is written in specialized language, which allows programmer to be focused on problem solving, not on implementation details. The main advantage of DSLs is that problem solution is written in highly descriptive language, which allows the experts from that domain to easily understand, change and optimize the solution, even if they are not programmers.
Solution for a specific problem can be entered in several ways, depending of used approach:
− by choosing options or by answering questions presented by user interface; − by drawing diagrams in graphical editor; − by supplying textual description. Apart from developing a DSL specification, one must also develop a program for translating problem solution written in DSL into a working application. There are three main approaches for that:
− DSL compiler, which translates DSL program directly to machine code or byte code for virtual machine; − DSL program interpreter; − code (or application) generator, which translates DSL program into a general programming language. In the latter approach, there is no need for developing a complete compiler or interpreter. This can also improve DSL portability, as most major general programming languages exists on many operating systems.
Development of a DSL includes development of a language itself, and development of a DSL compiler or interpreter. Both cases require cooperation between a compiler/interpreter programmers and domain experts. Experts must provide solutions for elementary domain problems, and programmers must implement those elementary solutions. This leads to relatively long DSL development.
Main advantages of DSLs are: − increased productivity and less programming errors by DSL users, because they are focused on problem solving, not on implementation details; − easily human-readable problem solution; − DSLs can be used by people with limited programming knowledge; − ease of evaluating different solutions for the same problem; − specification-level optimization and error-correction. Main disadvantages of DSLs are: − DSL compiler/interpreter can be used only for that specific domain; − adding new features includes changes in DSL specification, changes in DSL compiler and developing solutions for those features; − maintaining a DSL compiler/interpreter requires more time than maintaining solution in general programming language.
DSL Solution for Kiosk Applications
Main target of this work are kiosk applications written in high level programming languages for kiosks with touch-screen monitors. Kiosk applications made with HTML aren't covered (kiosks for providing informations are often made this way), although they can be generated, if appropriate template files are given.
As we discussed in 3.2, kiosk applications are different in many ways from usual applications on personal computers. Since characteristics of a narrower group of kiosks can be generalized, their programming can be automatized to the certain level.
Because screen layout, screen-to-screen transitions and transition conditions for our kiosks suppose to be developed by people not very skilled with programming, we adopted a DSL-based solution. Language was developed intuitively, while developing our second kiosk. It was tailored to our current needs, but with more general usage in mind. For our compiler, we adopted a code generator approach, with configurable target programming language. Main reasons for this were shorter development time and possibility to migrate our solution to other platforms (e.g. GNU/Linux).
Design of User Interface
Over a period of two years, we were a part of the group working on two kiosks, one made for selling traveling health insurance policies [30] , [31] , and one made for general bill payment. During that time, we encountered a number of challenges related to − designing an easy to use user interface; − programming kiosk applications. Hardware specifications for both kiosks were very similar. We used standard PC machine equipped with touch-screen monitor, credit card reader, two printers, uninterruptible power supply, video camera and dual Internet connection (wireless and dial-up). Using a touch-screen monitor was crucial for user interface design.
Analysis of physical characteristics of possible kiosk users showed that we need big screen elements that can easily be touched by people with large hands, and that, for the same reason, gap between these elements must be large enough to make impossible for anyone to touch more than one screen element with the touch of a finger.
The need for large screen elements limits the number of elements displayed on the screen, especially when on-screen keyboard is shown.
Each screen needed a couple of buttons for common actions, like going to next or previous screen. These buttons were positioned on the bottom of the screen, thus enabling for the whole screen to be visible when the user touches them. This is important, because these actions are global for all screens and user needs to see from where he/she is going back or forward [32] . Screen positions of these buttons are fixed, because it's easier for users when these common acions are always on the same place in each screen.
Analysis of technical background of possible kiosk users showed that we need user interface which is as simple as possible. This means that we need to split the process of using kiosk into a number of small steps, and that in each step we need to display a minimum of informations needed (including help for each step).
All this lead us to adopting a screen oriented user interface, consisting only of buttons, labels, input fields and pictures.
Kiosk Specification Language for Touch-Screen Kiosks
Based on analysis of most common needs that one kiosk application must meet, Kiosk Specification Language (KSL for short) is proposed. The main goal of this language is to hide all the unnecessary details of writing kiosk application, thus enabling the programmer to focus on kiosk functionality. Kiosk specifications are written in plain text file which is analyzed by Kiosk Application Generator. Kiosk application is defined using a number of statements, each describing a part of the application. There are two main types of statements:
− line-type statements -used for describing simpler elements; − block-type statements -used for describing more complex elements; they must end with a keyword "end" and may contain other statements; The whole kiosk application is defined by "Kiosk" block statement. Kiosk block consists of kiosk name (this will be the name of the final application), optional global variables, and definitions of screens. Global variables are directly visible in all screens, while local variables of other screens mut be preceded by screen name.
KSL currently allows only three types of variables: strings, integer numbers and float numbers. Each variable is defined by its type, name and initial value. Other types, supported by target programming language, are allowed only inside custom-written functions and screens.
Screen can be defined either as screen defined by KSL (with "Screen" block statement), or as a completely custom made screen, independent of KSL (with "CustomScreen" block statement). This was necessary, because KSL currently doesn't cover all the possible uses one kiosk application may have. In specific cases, not covered by KSL, programmer may write its own screen for specific task (KSL does provide basic layout and functions for this type of screen, but the rest is on the programmer). Custom screens are defined in separate files and are included in final application, which allows independent development of KSL code and custom code. Each screen consists of its name (used by application), its caption (visible by user), optional local variables, optional screen layout, optional default actions, optional help text, optional actions to be carried when screen is shown or closed and screen items.
Screen layout may be defined by using one or more "Row" line statements, each describing layout of one row of the screen (number of columns and their relative widths). If no layout is given, it is assumed that each row has one column.
There are a number of built-in actions, represented by line statements. Each action may be performed as a reaction to user input or as a reaction to some event. These actions provide: going to specific screen ("JumpToScreen"), displaying messages to user ("Message"), changing captions of screen items ("SetCaption"), showing/hiding screen items ("SetVisible"), and manipulating variables. For other tasks, programmer may define a custom actions which may be used equally as built-in actions (preceded with "CustomFunction" keyword). Like custom screens, custom actions are defined in separate files and are included in final application.
Screen can optionally contain actions to be carried out before its displaying ("OnShow" block statement), or before its substitution with other screen ("OnHide" block statement).
Screen items consist of default buttons, buttons, labels and input fields. Default buttons are the buttons visible (or not) on all the screens in the reserved part of the screen (usually bottom of the screen). There are four default buttons and their default actions: "Previous" (going to previous screen), "Help" (displaying help for current screen), "Cancel" (canceling the process of using kiosk) and "Next" (going to next screen). Programmer may specify which of default buttons will be visible on each screen, using "DefaultButtons" line statement, but their locations on screen are fixed for the whole application.
Screen items are placed inside screen matrix, defined by screen layout. Each screen item is placed inside one cell in the screen matrix, using all or part of that space, and can be aligned left, right or centered inside that space. Screen item position is defined by "Position" line statement.
Buttons are defined using "Button" block statement. Button consists of its name, caption, position and a list of actions which are performed if the button is activated.
Labels are defined using "Label" block statement. Label consists of its name, caption and position.
Input fields are defined using "Edit" block statement. Input filed consists of its name, caption, position and optional type. If type is not specified, any text can be entered in the input filed. If specified type is integer or real number, min and max values can be defined. If the specified type is string, min and max length can be defined. Also, custom input field control may be specified, if the programmer has provided appropriate function. Min and max values are defined with Check statements (e.g. CheckString). Before leaving the current screen, all input fields are checked. If any of them has incorrect data, kiosk user will stay on that screen and will be informed by appropriate message.
Because user input is the main source of errors in programs, if the programmer has specified what should be checked for each input field on the screen, application won't let the user to go to the next screen until all data he/she entered is valid. Other checks for screen transition can be defined inside custom actions.
Kiosk Application Generator
Kiosk Application Generator (KAG, for short) is made by using standard tools for Domain Specific Language compiler creation (lex and yacc), and by using template kiosk application. Its output is source code for desired target platform. Current target platform is Borland Delphi, because template kiosk application is currently made with that tool, and is based on two kiosk projects made earlier. Currently, there is an effort to port template kiosk application to one of open-source cross-platform solutions, and also to reduce the need for custom written code. KAG is written to be portable application. Its own source code is made using tools available on all major OS platforms. Its output is completely defined by template kiosk application and by configuration file describing some details of output generation. This means that it can be used to generate output for any platform from the same kiosk specification, if files describing that platform exists. KAG covers application layout and general logic programming, while more complex logic (e.g. database access, complex screen transition rules, etc.) must be separately programmed either as custom actions, or as custom screen.
The generated application takes care of: − initializing all variables when new user starts to use the kiosk; − going from one screen to another; − checking the user input; − checking various timeouts; − displaying help when user asks for it; − remembering history of displayed screens; − numerous "little" things thus allowing programmer not to bother with details of implementation, except when needed.
KAG is written as a console application and consists of three main parts: − template kiosk application parser; − kiosk specification parser; − code generator. Template files are made by inserting special tags in source code of a generic kiosk application, thus giving information at which places KAG must make modifications in order to achieve kiosk application functionality. Generic kiosk application was based on our first kiosk application developed in Borland Delphi. Practically, for every action, screen item, property, etc., must be defined exact place (or places) which must be modified. There are special tags that specify that some part of template must be repeated for every action, screen item, variable, etc., and tags that specify that some part of template is optional. For example, for each button on some screen, several lines must be added to appropriate pas and dfm files: Kiosk specification parser and code generator are practically coupled together in the task of reading kiosk specification and generating application code. For each statement in kiosk specification, changes are made in structures representing template files. After all statements are parsed, source code is generated and can be compiled into executable kiosk application (unless errors were encountered during parsing files; in that case, appropriate error message is displayed).
Kiosk specification example
As an example of simple kiosk application, let's consider the situation in a doctor's office where patients have to check-in, giving their name and choosing what kind of treatment do they need. Application screens are shown on figures 2 and 3: First screen requires user to enter his/hers name. Advancing to the next screen is possible only if something is entered in input field. Also, because this screen contains input field, on-screen keyboard is displayed automatically (Fig. 2) . User can advance to the screen for choosing doctor, or to the screen for medications receiving. This screen contain only the "Help" default button (there is no previous screen, so going back is impossible, and for the next screen, user must to choose one of two).
On the second screen, user is asked to choose doctor he/she needs. After choosing appropriate button, global variable Doc is set, and control is transferred to the first screen (of course, there should be code for transferring data to the appropriate office). There is no "Next" button, because going to next screen is realized inside each button with JumpToScreen action. Third screen asks user if he/she has a recipe. If the answer is "Yes", then user should be instructed what to do next (to keep this example simple, we just go to the first screen). If the answer is "No", the user is instructed to first visit a doctor.
Program 1 contains KAG source code for kiosk application presented in figures 2, 3 and 4. 
Conclusion
In spite of carefully searching available literature we have not found counterpart for DSL usage in kiosk application programming. After several successful applications, we are convinced that our approach has practical value and usefulness. Introduction of DSL in kiosk development significantly reduced number of errors previously related to correct framework usage and thus has solved our main problem. For example, we usually had numerous small corrections in code with each new screen, because some calls to framework were forgotten or some values were not properly initialized. Because framework is now hidden behind KSL, these errors are practically non-existent. Rapid prototyping of new applications is now possible, and maintenance and rearranging of existing is much faster. KAG is written to be relatively easy extended, by introducing new actions and new events in language specification. If one can provide code in target language for specific task or for handling specific hardware, that code can be included in generic application template and used in KSL programs, assuming that necessary extensions to KSL are made. Major drawbacks of our approach are need to write additional custom code in separate files, and (for now) limited conditions complexity.
By automating the task of kiosk programming, Kiosk Application Generator gives the kiosk programmer the opportunity to focus on kiosk functionality, and leave most of technical details to the compiler.
Future work to be carried includes expanding kiosk specification language and making template files for more platforms (preferably cross-platform open source toolkits). An integrated development environment based on Kiosk Application Generator is also considered. 
